


Be your own
surveyor

We survey the
property

Go Plans offers a different approach to surveying.
We provide a guide to our clients, which they can
follow in order to measure their own property. Or
if you have a smartphone or tablet we can give
you access to our scanning app and you can very
easily and quickly laser scan your property and
upload it and we produce the plans from there.

If you need extra help, contact us on
hello@goplans.co.uk

If you prefer not dealing with the stress that
might come 
from measuring your own property, Go Plans can
do this for you. Our team will carry out a detailed
examination of your property and draw your
existing plans.

How to
survey?
Choose the best option for your project



What to consider when
surveying your own property?

The width and length of
each room – wall to wall

Any features in the room,
bay windows, chimneys
and beams

The location of the
boiler/boiler tank and the
gas & electric meters 

The thickness of the
external and internal walls
(if possible)

A description of anything
specific you wish us to
show on the plans, kitchen
island, utility room, French
doors etc.

The size, height and width
of all the windows 

A proposed sketch of your
new layout.

Make sure you consider the following, before starting the survey.



App
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Go to this website https://poly.cam/
and install the app on your
smartphone. 

If you prefer our team to survey
your property, please contact us
on hello@goplans.co.uk

After downloading the app, create an
account and start playing with the app
before scanning your property.

Once you're ready, start capturing your
property with the back camera and
make sure you get all the details.

Once the property has been properly
scanned by you, you can share this
with our designers and they will start
drawing the existing plans.

The team will then design the
proposed plans, according to your
requirements and ideas.

02
Start measuring

03
Design

How does
it work?
If you wish to survey your own property, follow the next steps.



Why choose 
this form of surveying?
Let's look at the benefits of doing your own survey.

 You can survey your own property
without needing external help
 You don't  need to spend extra money
 Save where you can by benefitt ing from
this guide and service.  We wil l  take care
of the rest!
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Or, if you wish to hire a professional
surveyor, we're here to help. Contact us
today.



Architectural & Structural
plans made simple

 


